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Cat. No. 174/2017 12/06/2018

NOTIFICATION

The following is the Short List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally 

eligible to be called for interview, for selection to the post of   JUNIOR PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE GR II 

(NCA-M) - Palakkad   (Category No. 174/2017 ) in HEALTH SERVICES/MUNICIPAL COMMON SERVICE 

on Rs.22200-48000/- on the basis of the Online Examination  held on 14/11/2017.

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, 

indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said test. 

:

:

ThiruvananthapuramOLE/44/2018

Thiruvananthapuram

100041 100053 100056 100057 100062 100085

100107 100117 100131 100142 100159 100178

100181 100191 100227 100232 100239 100244

100252 100269 100279 100283 100284 100288

100294 100295 100305 100311 100323 100324

100325 100340 100347 100352 100355 100356

100380 100381 100383 100398 100423 100451

100461 100463 100476 100479 100483 100503

100530 100535



2 JUNIOR PUBLIC HEALTH NURSE GR II (NCA-M)

  Palakkad 

Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional  subject to  scrutiny and admission of  

application on absolute basis.  Inclusion of Register  numbers in the short list does not confer any right on 

the candidate  for   inclusion  in the Ranked List.

Note:- (3)  Candidates included in the Short List should present and produce in person the original   

documents for verification.  Date, Time and Venue of certificate verification and interview  will be intimated 

in due course.

Note:- (5)  For online examination, rechecking and revaluation are not allowed but printout of answer 

sheets will be issued to those candidates who apply for it remitting the prescribed fee after the publication 

of Ranked List.  Detailed instructions will be furnished in the Ranked List to be published for the post. 

Note :- (2)  The list has been prepared by including the register number of eligible and qualified  candidates 

who have secured 10 (Ten) marks and above in the Online Examination.

Note :- (4) Candidates shall also produce a valid Non Creamy Layer Certificate as per relevant Government 

Order along with the other documents mentioned above at the time of verification of original documents.

SECRETARY

Approved for issue,

SAJU GEORGE

KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Head Office ,  Thiruvananthapuram

Section Officer.


